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Problem Statement
 To deal with growing data storage and processing 
needs
 Multi-GB files are common
 Increasing number of concurrent requests (clients) is 
more common
 To optimally utilize network, storage and processing 
resources
 Some nodes can be overloaded while others are less 
loaded
 Resulting in higher block transfer delay
Related Work
 Existing Distributed File Systems (GFS, HDFS)
 NameNode (Master)
 Keeps track of every block and replica operations  
 a bottleneck
 single point of failure
 Lack efficient block allocation and load balancing 
scheme
 Consider just physical distance than rate to allocate
 Use TCP for data transfer
 Don’t simultaneously look at all bottlenecks (disk, link, CPU)
Our Aproach (EDFS Design)
 Keep an EDFS frontend 
 To forward requests to corresponding NameNode
 hashing (light weight)
 can handle more requests simultaneously
 New cross-layer (network & transport) protocol
 Adaptive, efficient block allocation, load balancing and 
routing
 Consider all bottlenecks simultaneously
EDFS Design ... Cont’d
 A client application first connects to the Front-End 
Server (FES).
 The FES chooses the corresponding Name Node 
Server (NNS) for the client. 
 The NNS asks the Resource Allocator (RA) for the best
BS. 
 The RA finds the best BS based on the metric monitor 
it gets 
 from the Resource Monitor (RM) server in the BS and 
other RAs.
EDFS ... Cont’d
EDFS ... Cont’d
 The  RM computes Rd,u (the rates  Rd and Ru )at which
 its flow can send data to (uplink) or  receive data from  
(downlink) other BS or client as:
 And sends Rd,u and  Si to its resource allocator (RA)
The Resource Monitor (RM)
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Where 
R = rate at which a flow should
send data from node i or to
node i
Ki = resource capacity at node i
Qi = backlog (queue size)
ψj = packet (instruction) size
Rj = sending rate of node j
Li = total number of packets
di = control interval
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 Each  RA  gathers Si from all its RMs and computes  
the rates associated with its switch and links as :
 Keeps the maximum Rd,u
max of the rates  of its 
children (for k-allocation) and the IP addresses of the 
children with these max values.
 And sends its min(Rd,u , Ru,d
max) and its Si to its 
parent RA
 This continues until the highest level (n-highest) RA
in the tree every control interval di or at every trigger
event.
The Resource Allocator(RA)
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Where 
N = the number of RMs  attached to the RA
 The n-highest level RA now sends (broadcasts) to its children
 Its Rd,u (at what maximum rate a node can send to and receive from 
the outside client)
 Its min(Rd,u , Ru,d
max) (at what maximum rate a BS in the cloud can 
send to and receive from  another BS)
 Each RA passes these values to its children RAs until it finally 
reaches the parent RA of the RMs which keeps this 
informaiton.
 The above values can also be requested directly from the RA-n.
 Decreased overhead of broadcasting the values to its children (pro)
 The highest level RA (RA-n) can be overloaded with too many 
requests (con)
 Each RA also acts as k-highest level RA and repeat the above 
steps for k-level allocation purpose.
The RA .... Cont’d
 Two types of requests to write, read and interact data
 An external user request to use the cloud
 Internal BS (RA) request to replicate data, for 
maintenance and load balancing
 An external user with  a read weight 0 ≤ wr ≤ 1
 conects to the FES which forwards its request to the 
selected NNS to write some data to the cloud.
 The NNS asks the RA (in its  rack)  for the best BS
 The RA chooses the  best level n (highest ) value Vr = 
wrRu+(1-wr)Rd BS and tells the user to use Rd,u
 Here each RA maintains Vr for some common wr values
Serving Requests
 If the RA algorithm runs at every initial write request 
with wr given by every application
 It can be expensive to run
 Optimization
 each RA maintains Vr for 
 wr = 0 (infrequent read), 0.5 (interactive), 0.25 (less read), 
0.75 (more read for data replicated in many BS)
 The RA  which has the n-level Rd and Ru can also obtain 
Vr = wrRu+(1-wr)Rd after  an application provides it
 The cached frequency of user read/writes can also be 
used to obtain the wr
The Interactive (read) weight wr
 When the BS has a request to another BS (to 
read/write data), its RA chooses  the BS with the 
highest Vr (For better update)
 in its rack (local switch) (1-level allocation) or
 in a branch of the tree k levels above (k-level  allocation).
 When the RA wants to upload (replicate) data from 
its BS to another BS the value of wr can be 0 or a 
weighted average of the Rd and Ru values.
 When each BS interact with almost similar read and 
write rates, wr = 0.5
Serving Requests (Internal) 
 External request:
 If user wants to push data to or pull data from the cloud
 The RA chooses the BS with highest Rd or Ru resp.
 If the user wants to do push+pull,
 The RA chooses the the BS with the highest Vr value
 Internal request:
 If  a BS wants to push data to or pull data from  a BS,
 The RA chooses the BS with highest min(Ru, Rd
max) or highest
min(Rd, Ru
max) value resp.
 If the user wants to do push+pull
 It chooses the BS with highest Vr value
Serving Requests: Simple examples
 Among other things EDFS answers two main questions
 Where in the cloud to store data and 
 In the BS which offers the best Vr value.
 At what rate to transfer data
 Internal or external transfer?
 Internal transfer  (within the cloud)
 TCP can be modified to send at the rate obtained from the RA
 Setting TCP beta and alpha or the cwnd parameters.
 For external transfer (no knowledge of the client path 
capacity)
 If a client uploads data to the cloud (cloud download)
 Set the client cloud TCP receive window to  Rd 
max x RTT
 If a client downloads data from the cloud (cloud uplink)
 Set the cloud TCP maximum cwnd to Ru
max x RTT
Implementing EDFS
Some Simulation Results
Number of clients
Poisson distributed
Size of requests 
Pareto distributed
Update rate
Read + write
Mem access time = 10ns
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 Evaluating the Front End Server (FES )
 External requests
Some Simulation Results ... cont’d
 Evaluatig the Resource Allocator (RA)
 Internal transfer (At what rate?)
 Presented an efficient distributed file system
 To overcome the single NameNode bottleneck issue of 
existing distributed file systems
 An efficient block allocation and load balancing
 Ongoing work
 System implementation of EDFS
 Comparison with GFS and HDFS
Conclusion and Future Work
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Motivation
 TCP takes many rounds to fully utilize the link 
capacity
 Very high download time
 TCP uses packet loss and delay as a congestion signal
 A temporary loss or delay due to channel error means 
congestion and reducing the congestion window
 No good routing metric
 Do not effectively take into account dynamic delay and 
congestion on links
Exact derivation of a rate metric
 Notations
 Ci = Capacity of Link i
 Qi = Queue size at link i
 RTTj = RTT of flow j during control interval di
 diCi –Qi = total load which has to be shared among all 
connections crossing link i
 Li = total number of packets that arrive at router i during 
control interval di
 wj = current cwnd of corresponding to packet j
 wj’ = next cwnd of flow j
 aj = cwnd per packet = number of packets the source sends at 
an arrival of ACKs of each of the wj packets
Exact derivation of a rate metric
 Then we have
 Hence for some constant k.
 But                                     which implies that 
 Hence the throughput
share  associated with packet j is 
Applications
 Application to the Internet
 Routing Metric
 Mitigating DDoS & DoS
 Overlay Networks
 TEEVE: Tele-immersive Environment for EVErybody
 Other Applications
 TCIPG (Power Grid), etc
 Large Scale Distributed File System Design
 (Today’s topic)
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